
 

Adjusting U.S. Census TIGER/Line Blocks
to Register with Local Geography

 
Abstract: The Census employs a crude level of spatial accuracy and detail in the creation of TIGER/Line data.  
This level is sufficient for the collection of the census and to allow demographic GIS analysis of the data.  
Consequently TIGER/Line data cannot be overlayed with more accurate data.  This paper presents County of Contra 
Costa Community Development Department to recreation of TIGER blocks using our highly accurate local street, 
hydrological, and orthorectified photo data.  Our process and the lessons learned from it will be the focus of the 
presentation.  The session will be of interest to other local governments attempting a similar process.

 
History:
Contra Costa County is one of the nine counties in the San Francisco Bay Area and is one of the 
fastest growing. Contra Costa County has begun implementing an enterprise GIS program. As a 
planning tool, the ideal will be to have have all land development activities (approvals, permits, 
subdivisions, etc.) reflected in the GIS.
 
As a government entity, the County has a large number of projects that require the use of census 
geography in our GIS system. Grants, entitlement programs, travel/traffic modeling, government 
data all require the use of census geography in one way or another.
 
The County, in the past, has made use of TIGER files for census geography. TIGER files were 
originally created to support Census Bureau operations. These operations do not require high 
levels of positional accuracy in their GIS files and their policy is not to develop the data 
beyond what is needed internally. The result of this situation is that census geography is crude 
and positionally inaccurate.
 
In contrast, Contra Costa County currently owns, develops or licenses high quality, extremely 
accurate GIS files including parcel data, street centerline, city boundaries, elevation contours etc.
 
One common result of these two contrasting datasets is that work must be done completely with 
either TIGER data or Contra Costa data; the two datasets will not register and are not used 
together for county projects. This is inefficient. The utility of the County’s high quality 
data is compromised by the fact that any project, which requires the use of census geography, is 
typically done using all TIGER data. The posistional quality of TIGER data is poor and results in 
a lesser quality product.
 
Given the situation above the County decided to implement a program to adjust the census block 
files to register with Contra Costa data, creating a GIS system that is fully integrated with census 
geography.
 



Contra Costa County is nearing completion on its Census geography adjustment project. With 
this, the County hopes to have more accurate population forecasts and with that, improved  
associated/derived statistics, economic development, traffic, housing, schools, etc

Introduction:
This paper describes the effort by Contra Costa County, California to conflate United States 
Census 2000 TIGER Blocks boundaries to our more accurate local geography.  It discusses 
spatial and attribute conflation of the Blocks as well as the TIGER polyline features composing 
the Block boundaries.  
 
TIGER conflation is not something to be attempted if your municipality is new to GIS.  It takes a 
substantial investment of time, no small amount of GIS skills, a well thought out systematic 
approach, and a comprehensive digital geodataset inventory of local features.  The smaller the 
demographic unit you wish to adjust the more difficult the project becomes.  Tracts are fairly 
painless, block groups are numerous and more difficult, and blocks are a major investment of 
effort.
 
Efforts to affect TIGER conflation generally follow two approaches: a manual method and a 
hybrid of automatic feature matching and user error correction. This project utilized a manual 
approach to conflation.  A hybrid approach was considered but rejected because of the technical 
difficultly of automation, the high chance of errors and the lack of some the spatial data needed to 
do automation.  For a good example of a hybrid approach see Delaware County’s (Ohio) 
participation in the Census’s Local Update of Census Addresses program [1].
 
Our approach:
A tiered approach was employed in which Tract polygons were first conflated, then Block 
Groups, then Blocks.  At each tier we identified the TIGER polyline features used to construct the 
polygons, created a new polyline dataset by copying or digitizing the corresponding local data 
features, and then created polygons.  Polygon feature attributes were conflated at each tier.  
Polyline feature attributes were conflated at the block tier; as the new linework was digitized or 
copied it was attributed.  
 
Labor:
Contra Costa County has 10342 block polygons composed of 28892 separate arcs. 
Understandably, the manual approach takes a lot of time.  To date 1400+ hours have been spent 
on the project.  As of June 2003 the project is in the last stages: polyline review, QAQC, and 
polygon construction.
 
The labor was divided into two responsibilities: linework production and project management.  
Inside Oregon Enterprises (IOE) was contracted to do the linework production portion of the 



project.  Wiley Osborn (CDD) performed project design and management, data review, ArcGIS 
VBA programming, and quality assurance/quality control (QAQC).  John Cunningham of the 
Community Development Department (CDD) provided project administration.
 
Linework Production:
Linework production comprised the majority of the time spent on the project.  Conflating existing 
local data was relatively straightforward; quick as copying and pasting features.  Unfortunately 
1/3 of our street centerlines and all of our hydrology needed to be heads-up digitized as needed 
for the project.  The features that were irregular were time consuming to digitize, such as polyline 
feature extensions, ridgelines, and non-visible property boundaries.
 
We utilized ArcGIS ArcMap for data visualization, data editing, and manual attribute transfer.  
Care was taken to construct a visually comprehendible symbology for the data.  Both source 
TIGER data and the resulting conflated data needed to be visually similar enough so that they 
could be “matched” yet still be distinct from our local source data.  In the screen shot below the 
light green lines and the brown lines are the TIGER and resulting conflated data respectively.  
They are labeled with their CFCC codes and distinctly symbolized so that the linework author 
can see what type of feature they are.  The dark green lines are the available local centerline data 
and the bright pink lines are the local city limits.  Observe that the dotted brown conflation lines 
overlay the city limits where they serve as block linework.
 



 
 
 
 
The efficiency of the linework production was somewhat negatively impacted by the difficultly 
of visually matching features from TIGER to our local data.  Visual recognition of spatial feature 
relationships is a skill that requires some practice.  This difficulty is compounded when presented 
with spatial relationship conflicts between the TIGER and local data.  Resolving tricky spatial 
conundrums is even more complicated when the user views features in stereo with 500+ft ground 
distance separation. Although, in retrospect, feature matching would have been much easier had 
we done effective rubber-sheeting of the TIGER data first, those involved in the task were 
rewarded with much mental muscle through such rigorous cognitive exercise!

 
Project Management
Project management responsibilities included reviewing conflated polylines and  quality 
assurance/quality control (QAQC).  Polyline review involved the process of validating block 
polylines linework submitted by IOE in units of tracts.  After receiving a tract, CDD iterated 
through the features (using a VBA script) that IOE marked as potential errors and corrected or 
approved them.  This process took quite some time as many of the features had been digitized on 
the fly.  Resolving an error caused by a tricky spatial relationship could involve editing multiple 



conflated features.  Our QAQC process occurred after the polylines had been validated and block 
polygons built and attributed.  A VBA script created 2 tables, one for the source TIGER tract and 
one for the conflated corresponding tract, each contained the attribute Ids (the value “TLID”) of 
the polylines composing each block polygon within the tract. By comparing the 2 tables the VBA 
script detected missing or incorrectly assigned polylines and flagged them for review.  A similar 
script would do the same comparing the block polygon Ids (the value “STFID”) contained in a 
TIGER tract against those of the conflated tract. 
 
Positional Errors:
The TIGER/Line technical documentation says that the digital TIGER data was created using 
1:24,000 USGS paper maps, 100,000 USGS Digital Line Graphs, and the Census’ 1980 DIME 
maps.[2]  This base was updated and refined through local updates, computer updates, and other 
sources.  Each of these sources is of varied currency and of very varied positional accuracy (at 
best +/- 167ft).  The result: a hodge-podge with wonderful attribute accuracy and positional 
accuracy described as relative.  
 
Perhaps the most difficult problem to overcome in TIGER conflation is spatial relationship errors 
in the TIGER data; how do you match features that are portrayed in spatially incorrect relative 
relationships or do not even exist?  A situation commonly encountered is where the Census 
asserts that one feature runs parallel to another feature to the South and your local more accurate 
data shows that the feature is actually to the North.  Another situation is the usage of TIGER 
roads or hydrology that may, or may not have, existed in the past that clearly no longer exist 
now.  Should you propagate these errors when you encounter them?  
 
The idea to remember when faced with these difficulties is that the Census is concerned with 
population not position; your decisions should reflect this too.  Examine the locations of the 
polyline features in relation the buildings, which decision has the least effect on assigning 
disproportionate potential population to one block versus the neighboring block?  Our project 
took particular care to ensure that, while the spatial relation error may result in some irregular 
shaped matches, the correct number of matching polylines was employed so that the right 
attributes could be conflated.  I would recommend recording these situations when you encounter 
them so that if you work with the Census update program you can correct these errors.
 

Local Data:
The most important consideration in determining the difficulty of TIGER conflation is the 
completeness of your local data.  Any data required for the project that is not existent will need to 
be digitized on the fly or otherwise obtained. Extensive “heads-up” digitizing dramatically 
increases project time, produces unverified and unrefined data, and is tedious.  The more 
complete your local data the smoother and quicker the project will go.  If your local data is not 



very complete if might be better to delay the conflation until the your local data is more mature.
 
 
The ideal collection of local data would include geodatasets of:

•      roads (with names and address ranges)
•      rails
•      creeks
•      city, county boundaries
•      power-lines
•      ridgelines
•      school districts
•      congressional districts
•      cultural features (such as large military and industrial facilities)…

All of the above should be spatially aligned with your base parcel geodataset.  Few are the 
municipalities that have as thorough a spatial inventory as that.  For the rest of us, good 
orthorectified photography will be the data you most rely upon as you “heads-up” digitize the 
missing data.
 
TIGER Data:
TIGER polyline data is distributed as separate geodatasets for each feature class (roads, hydro, 
etc..).  Working with multiple source files is not very easy to do so.  For this project a single 
geodataset of the all TIGER polyline geodatasets composing TIGER block polygons borders was 
assembled.  When creating this dataset it is important to retain all of the attributes of the features, 
as they are crucial for production, QAQC procedures, and to the value of the finished project.
 
The following are the steps taken to construct a single source TIGER polyline dataset.  Merge all 
of the TIGER polyline files (Feature Classes A, B, C, E, F, H, P) together into a single geodataset 
(retaining all attributes).  Do a spatial selection on this geodataset using the Census Block 
polygon shapefile (geometric relationship is “shares a line segment”) to obtain the TIGER 
polylines composing block borders.  Export a new geodataset of the selected polylines.
 
Tools:
Create macros to reduce mousework for repetitive tasks.  If you are familiar with ArcObjects 
VBA programming or COM programming you can greatly enhance your project.  This project 
employed macros at all stages of the project.  Keystroke activated macros switched between 
ArcMap editor tools and editor tasks to speed line production and editing.  One macro that saw 
much use was one that iterated through polyline features flagged as possible errors, zooming to 
each in turn.  VBA was used extensively in the QAQC to detect missing features and incorrectly 
assigned attributes.
 



Lessons Learned:
Although not complete, the interim product indicates that the project will be a success. Of course, 
there are ways it could have been more efficient.  With the following suggestions, you can avoid 
some of the difficulties and reduce your overall amount of labor and cost. 
 

1.  In choosing your pilot project area pick a tract polygon that has varied land use patterns 
and many different TIGER data types ([CFCC] values).  Experiment with conflation on the 
block polylines within this Tract.  Keep trying pilot projects on the area until you design a 
successful systematic approach that is both fast and suitably accuracy.  Your approach 
should account for polyline conflation, QAQC, attribute transfer, and polygon creation. It 
would also be worth your time to develop macros at the pilot stage.  Do not jump into the 
project full speed until you have accomplished a successful efficient pilot.  This may take 
awhile but figuring out the difficult situations in this part of the will save much time later.  
Once you have mastered conflation on your pilot tract you can systemically apply the same 
technique iterating through the other tracts in your municipal or county area.

 
2.  For the work to be manageable and orderly it must be divided into manageable units.  

Census tracts are excellent units for the sequential division of this labor.  Tracts are self-
contained; no block linework extends beyond the borders of a tract.  Work should progress 
along contiguous tract polygon borders.  Maintaining spatial continuity between adjoining 
tract polygons will minimize border linework error issues.  This system worked well for 
our project.

 
3.  Do not use the tiered approach (i.e. conflating the countywide tracts first, then the block 

groups within the tracts, then finally the blocks within the tracts.).  Start with the blocks 
and then extract the block groups and tracts later.  Working at the block scale gives the 
linework producer the most visual spatial context as possible.  

 
4.  Don’t waste time getting non-street features perfect.  The census is concerned with 

counting population not spatial accuracy of shorelines, power-lines, etc.  The spatial 
accuracy of non-street features is only important when they divide a populated area into 
different block polygons.  If the spatial position of the feature has no impact upon housing 
block assignment then don’t spend time being overly precise with the accuracy of the line.

 
5.  I recommend attempting auto-conflation on roads.  Roads comprise the vast majority of 



the conflation process.  If you own or can afford an auto-conflation program (they are an 
investment, $5k+) you could greatly reduce overall project time.  Auto-conflation 
programs work well on straight regular feature shapes such as roads and city limits but are 
problematic when attempting curvy lines such as hydrology or ridgelines.[1]  However, 
very complete centerlines are a prerequisite for automation.  These programs cannot 
automatically match a feature if linework for the corresponding feature does not exist.

 
6.  You can also use the auto-conflation program to do attribute transfer after you have created 

block linework for a tract.  A rigorous QAQC procedure is recommended to ensure that all 
feature attributes are properly assigned to the correct conflated features.

 
7.  If you don’t have access to an automatic feature conflation program you can make each 

tract easier to do by rubber-sheeting each tract before you start looking for corresponding 
features.  Although it takes a some practice, if done correctly, rubber-sheeting will greatly 
simplify the task of visually identifying matching pairs of features.  Your eyes and mind 
will not need to make such a cognitive leap if the TIGER features more closely visually 
resemble your local features.  ArcGIS comes with a built-in toolbar called “Spatial 
Adjustment” that enables rubber-sheeting and manual individual feature attribute transfer.  
It contains tools to “links” points (which is great for street intersections) and to 
automatically create links between entire features. Choose obvious features to draw “links” 
between, such as street intersections obtained from your local centerlines or visible in your 
orthophotos.  Rubber sheeting curvy features such as hydrology or physical ridgelines is 
difficult and time consuming.  

 
8.  Keep track of spatial anomalies and spatial errors.  You can submit corrections to the 

Census so that they can update their master database, resulting in a more accurate Census 
2010 for your municipality or county.

 
9.  Perhaps, the important suggestion of all: read the TIGER documentation and get to know 

the data inside and out.
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